
Developed for those who appreciate the ultimate in luxury, Lincoln Black Label combines designer 
themes and personal service, including exclusive membership privileges.

Lincoln Black Label offers personalized shopping with dedicated personnel in the showroom, online or 
remotely – in locations most convenient for clients.* Owners enjoy privileges ranging from extended 
premium service and maintenance coverage to anytime car washes, annual vehicle detailing, and a 
Culinary Collection membership with access to select restaurants from coast to coast. Newly added 
Lincoln Black Label Travel Collection includes an exclusive invitation-only Avis® President’s Club 
membership.

Three designer themes – Yacht Club, Destination and Chalet** – are carefully created for Lincoln Black 
Label Navigator, a full-size SUV combining sleek, modern design with smooth power..

2018 LINCOLN BLACK LABEL NAVIGATOR

Yacht Club
The signature theme for Lincoln Black Label 
Navigator, Yacht Club is designed to evoke 
the sensation of being on a yacht in the 
open air with family and friends. The interior 
reveals stunning Coastal Blue Venetian and 
Blue Bay Alpine leather, complemented by 
whitewashed teak appliqués for an open,  
airy ambience.

Chalet
Majestic Chalet evokes the contrasting 
pleasures of pulse-pounding mountain slopes 
and the inherent comfort of an après-ski lodge. 
With Espresso and Alpine Venetian leathers 
and deep Silverwood appliqués, each touch 
is brought together for one reason only – to 
awaken the senses and evoke the feeling  
of a luxurious Alpine vacation.

*Restrictions may apply. See a participating Lincoln Black Label dealer for complete details.  
**Available at participating Lincoln Black Label dealers only.

Destination
Celebrating the art of travel, the Destination 
theme takes its inspiration from vintage 
luggage, hearkening back to a time when 
travel was rich with excitement and intrigue. 
Mahogany Red Venetian leather with an 
intricate diamond weave on the seats is 
complemented by smooth khaya wood 
appliqués – making travel both near and far a 
true pleasure cosseted in this luxurious interior.


